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Spectral bandwidth and phase effects of resonantly excited ultrafast
surface plasmon pulses
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We report on the detailed analysis of femtosecond surface plasmon polariton 共SPP兲 pulse generation
under resonant excitation. Using prism coupling technique we excite femtosecond SPP pulses at a
gold/air interface with ultrafast laser pulses. We show that the photon-SPP coupling is a resonant
process with a finite spectral bandwidth that causes a spectral phase shift and a narrowing of the SPP
pulse spectrum. Both effects result in a temporal pulse broadening and, therefore, set a lower limit
on the duration of ultrafast SPP pulses with consequences for ultrafast SPP applications. © 2008
American Institute of Physics. 关DOI: 10.1063/1.2978399兴
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in which nprism is the refractive index of the prism and SPP is
the coupling angle 关see inset of Fig. 1共a兲兴. Using an appropriate metal film thickness 共typically ⬃50 nm for gold and
silver films in the visible and near-infrared wavelength
range兲, the energy of the incident light can be converted very
efficiently into SPPs. Such energy conversion appears as a
reflectance close to zero at the resonance angle SPP 关Fig.
1共a兲兴. Since the coupling condition of Eq. 共1兲 and the angle
dependence of the reflectance are very sensitive to d, this
SPP prism configuration has been used for sensing2 and,
more recently, for studying ultrafast dynamics in thin films.3
The described resonance condition for SPP excitation is
not only apparent in the momentum space but also in the
frequency space as a result of the frequency dependent dielectric functions. In Figs. 1共b兲 and 1共c兲 we show the calculated 共see Ref. 13 for material parameters兲 and measured
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Surface-bound electromagnetic waves that propagate at
metal-dielectric interfaces have attracted much attention due
to their sensitivity to interface changes, and their ability to
guide and confine light beyond the diffraction limit.1 These
surface plasmon polaritons 共SPPs兲 have been utilized in SPP
resonance sensors and imaging techniques2 and, more recently, to monitor and control ultrafast charge carrier and
energy dynamics in thin films.3 Moreover, SPP building
blocks are thought to be attractive components for photonic
circuits,4 because they allow for high packing densities5 and
strong nonlinearities.6 For both time-resolved SPP sensors
and high-speed SPP circuits it is key to understand
excitation7 and propagation8–10 of ultrafast SPPs.
The SPP is an electromagnetic wave that is bound to a
metal/dielectric interface by coupling to the free electrons of
the metal. As a consequence, the SPP wave vector kSPP is
larger than the wave vector in the dielectric medium.
Whereas the large kSPP and the confinement to an interface
are advantageous for plasmonic circuits,4 the downside is
that SPP excitation directly from the dielectric side of the
interface is prohibited through momentum conservation.
However, the momentum mismatch can be compensated for
with either a grating or a small scattering object on the metal
surface. Alternatively, SPP excitation is achieved by sending
p-polarized light through a high refractive index prism on the
back side of a thin metal film. In this widely used prism
coupling technique 关inset of Fig. 1共a兲兴 introduced by
Kretschmann,11 the SPP is excited on the front side of the
metal film, which faces a lower refractive index environment. The SPP excitation is a resonant process and occurs
when the in-plane wave vector of the incident light within
the prism matches kSPP. Here, we show that the resonance
condition affects the ultrafast SPP pulse generation by modifying the spectral amplitude and phase of the SPP pulse. The
two effects cause a temporal broadening of the ultrafast SPP
pulses and set a lower limit to the SPP pulse width with
consequences for the ultrafast SPP spectroscopy techniques,3
high-speed plasmonic devices,4 nonlinear SPP concepts,6 and
ultrafast nanoplasmonics.12
In the prism configuration the resonance condition for
the coupling between photons and SPP at a metal/dielectric
interface with dielectric functions m and d, respectively, is
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FIG. 1. 共a兲 Calculated 共Ref. 14兲 共solid line兲 and measured 共filled circles兲
reflectivity of a femtosecond laser pulse of a gold film in the vicinity of the
SPP coupling angle SPP. Inset: schematic of the prism configuration. 共b兲
Calculated and 共c兲 measured reflectivity as a function of photon energy and
incidence angle.
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FIG. 2. 共Color online兲 共a兲 Spectra of reflected femtosecond laser pulses at
different incidence angles. 共b兲 Comparison of scattered SPP pulse spectrum
共black line兲, incident pulse spectrum 共dashed line兲, reflected pulse spectrum
at optimal SPP coupling angle 共green line兲, and difference spectrum 共square
markers兲 between incident and reflected pulse spectra. 共c兲 Spectral bandwidth 共FWHM兲 of the SPP excitation by prism coupling for gold films
共orange line兲 and silver films 共black line兲.

共using a tungsten halogen lamp兲 reflectance of a 50 nm thick
gold film as a function of incidence angle and photon energy.
At a given excitation angle the reflectance drops within a
finite photon energy range that defines the SPP coupling
bandwidth. While for continuous wave applications this consideration has little relevance, it is expected that the broad
spectrum of ultrafast pulses will be strongly affected by the
finite spectral bandwidth of the resonant excitation process.
We study the excitation process of ultrafast SPP pulses
using sub 25 fs laser pulses from a Ti:sapphire oscillator. The
p-polarized laser pulses are close to bandwidth limited with a
spectral full width at half maximum 共FWHM兲 of 56 nm,
centered about 820 nm. Using the prism setup we excite
ultrafast SPP pulses at the metal/air interface of a 50 nm
thick gold film. The resonant SPP excitation condition is
found by tuning the incidence angle 共corresponding to
tuning the in-plane wave vector兲 of the ultrafast laser beam
and measuring its reflected power. The reflectivity drops
at the coupling angle 关Fig. 1共a兲兴; however, compared to
calculations14 the measured reflectance dip is less pronounced and suggests incomplete coupling between the femtosecond laser pulse and the SPP. Interestingly, the spectrum
of the reflected pulse at the optimal coupling angle is not just
uniformly suppressed but strongly modulated 共Fig. 2兲. At a
fixed incidence angle only a finite spectral bandwidth of the
femtosecond laser pulse couples to the SPP. For example, the
reflected spectrum of the excitation pulse at the optimal coupling angle SPP shows a double peak 关Fig. 2共a兲兴, which is
the result of the spectral bandwidth of the photon-SPP coupling that is narrower than the spectral width of the ultrafast
laser pulse. In addition, the spectrum of the reflected pulse
depends strongly on the incidence angle. The missing part of
the reflected spectrum that indicates SPP coupling moves to

higher photon energies with increasing incidence angle/
higher in-plane wave vector. Such behavior is consistent with
the dispersion relation of SPPs.
The limited spectral bandwidth of the prism coupling
technique also becomes evident from spectral measurements
of scattered SPPs. Since the Au film has a finite surface
roughness, the SPP scatters into free space propagating light
that we collected and analyzed. Assuming that the SPP scattering process varies only slightly over the wavelength range
of interest, the scattered spectra represent the ultrafast SPP
pulse spectra. Figure 2共b兲 shows the spectrum of scattered
SPP pulses that we determine to be 22% narrower than the
incident excitation pulse spectrum. This is a direct consequence of the spectral filtering effect of the resonant coupling process. The scattered SPP spectrum matches closely to
the difference spectrum of the incident and the reflected
pulse spectra 关Fig. 2共b兲兴, thus confirming the assumption that
the reflectance dip is due to SPP coupling. It is noteworthy
that the correspondence between the reflected and scattered
SPP spectra illustrates nicely that the characteristics of the
SPP and reflected excitation pulses are complementary and,
therefore, reflected excitation pulses are well suited to analyze SPP pulses.
Ultimately, the spectral width of the SPP pulse is limited
by the spectral bandwidth of the SPP prism coupling that we
calculated as ⬃120 and ⬃40 meV for gold and silver thin
films,15 respectively, in the near-infrared wavelength range
关Fig. 2共c兲兴. The narrower bandwidth of silver films compared
to the gold films is attributed to lower losses 共smaller imaginary part of the dielectric function兲 and is consistent with a
higher quality factor of the resonant excitation process in Ag
films. Since the finite spectral bandwidth of the SPP coupling
process limits the spectral width of the SPP pulses, it also
sets a lower limit for the SPP pulse duration. The pulse duration limit is determined by the time-bandwidth product and
is independent of the pulse duration of the excitation pulse.
In case the entire spectral bandwidth is used for SPP excitation and a spectrally flat phase is considered, one would obtain a lower limit for SPP pulse durations of ⬃11 and
⬃33 fs for gold and silver films, respectively. However,
since ultrafast SPP pulse generation is a resonant process, we
expect a spectral phase shift around the resonance frequency.
To test this hypothesis we employ spectral interferometry to measure the phase of the reflected pulse that provides
a good fingerprint of the SPP pulse 共scattered SPP light cannot be used for phase measurements, since phase information
is lost in the random scattering process兲. We let the reflected
pulse interfere with a reference pulse that is split off of the
excitation laser beam before the prism setup. From the interferogram 关Fig. 3共a兲兴 and by using Fourier analysis we extract
the phase difference between the reflected and reference
pulse.16 The measured phase is the sum of the phase change
induced by the SPP excitation and the phase contribution
from the transmission of the pulse through the prism. To
determine the latter phase we measure a second interferogram with the same prism setup but without a metal film
共total internal reflection 共TIR兲 configuration兲. The phase associated with the SPP pulse excitation 关see Fig. 3共a兲兴 is then
essentially the difference between the TIR phase and the SPP
excitation phase.17 Around the SPP excitation photon energy
we find a significant phase shift of ⬃ / 2 within 50 meV.
The spectral phase shift is characteristic of a resonant process and matches very well the calculated phase of the re-
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FIG. 3. 共Color online兲 共a兲 The measured phase 共red solid line兲 of the reflected pulse at resonant SPP excitation is extracted by Fourier analysis from
the spectral interferogram 共black line兲. As a comparison we show the calculated phase of the reflected field 共red dashed line兲 and the SPP field 共blue
dashed line兲. A spectrally flat offset was added to the measured and calculated phases to overlap them. IAC of the reflected pulse 共b兲 under SPP
excitation condition, indicating satellite pulses that are absent in 共c兲, the
reference IAC taken in the TIR configuration.

flected electric field. The SPP pulse itself is experiencing a
phase shift as shown in Fig. 3共a兲 that will further extend the
SPP pulse duration in addition to the spectral narrowing effect. Both spectral narrowing and phase shift effects are direct consequences of the resonant excitation process that we
used to generate ultrafast SPP pulses.
The spectral amplitude and phase modulations limit the
duration of ultrafast SPP pulses and, in addition, affect the
time resolution of pump-probe experiments that utilize SPP
excitation. To study the latter effect we determine the duration of the reflected pulse using the interferometric autocorrelation 共IAC兲 technique. In Figs. 3共b兲 and 3共c兲 we display
the IAC of the reflected pulse under resonant SPP excitation
and the IAC of a reference pulse under TIR condition. The
IAC of the reference pulse is characteristic of a nearly
bandwidth-limited pulse of sub 25 fs pulse duration. In contrast, the IAC of the reflected pulse under resonant SPP excitation shows a short central pulse and significant satellite
pulses. The central pulse is slightly shorter than the reference
pulse as a result of the larger pulse spectrum; however, the
short pulse duration comes at the expense of significant sat-

ellite pulses that are a consequence of the above measured
spectral amplitude and phase modulation. Such satellite
pulses that extend beyond 50 fs have to be taken into account
when analyzing ultrafast pump-probe measurements that employ the prism configuration.
In conclusion, we have shown that the excitation of ultrafast SPP is strongly affected by the conventionally used
prism coupling technique. This resonant excitation process
causes spectral narrowing and phase shifts and leads to temporally broadened SPP pulses. Our discussion here is not
restricted to the prism coupling technique, but is common to
any SPP excitation process that uses resonant coupling between photons and surface plasmons. It has to be noted that
both spectral narrowing and spectral phase shifts can, in principle, be compensated. The former effect can be avoided by
using an excitation pulse with appropriate angle dispersion,
and the latter effect by modulating the phase of the incident
field using pulse shaping techniques. Such techniques have
been previously suggested to manipulate plasmon fields in
metal nanostructures.18
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